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When we engage a larger, more diverse audience in theater,
we increase our community’s capacity for empathy and inclusion.
Theory of Change
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Problem Statement
The Bay Area is home to one of the
largest and most dynamic theatre
communities in the nation, but
making theatre is increasingly
challenging here, and theatre is not
having the impact it could because
too few people attend, and those
who do attend do not reflect the
diverse people of the region.
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TBA enables theatre makers to thrive - so that more people,
reflecting all of the Bay Area’s diverse communities,
are engaged in more theatre.
Our Solution
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Four strategic
priorities create
a virtuous cycle,
underpinned by
equity, diversity,
and inclusion in
all that we do.

CATALYZE
THEATREGOING

STRENGTHEN TBA’S
LONG-TERM
SUSTAINABILITY

EMPOWER
THEATREMAKERS TO
THRIVE

ADVANCE A HEALTHY
THEATREMAKING
ENVIRONMENT

EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
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Community

Inclusion

Theatre Bay Area is
committed to
embodying and
advancing the values of:

Service

Impact

Organizational
Sustainability
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To live out our values, TBA is committed to advancing the principles of equity,
diversity, and inclusion (EDI) both within our won organization and in the larger
field. In this plan, we think of EDI as a foundational principle that appears
intentionally in each of our four strategic priorities.
…means living by our values at all
times within TBA – our team, our
members and our board

…means working for social
justice in our society through
advocacy and public policy

…includes engaging diverse
audiences with artists and
content that speaks to them
…leads to better, more
impactful theatremaking
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GOAL: Build audiences and increase engagement.
OUTCOMES

Priority 1
CATALYZE
THEATREGOING

TACTICS

•

Collaborative initiatives empower theatres to reach
new audiences

•

Execute programs selected for potential impact that
leverage TBA’s unique position and capacity; eliminate
others

•

Effective platforms assist theatres to market their
shows

•

Launch Bay Area Theatre Week

•

Launch a new initiative fostering “cross-pollination” by
theatres of their shows

•

Expand the use of Bay Area Audience Database

•

Enhance and adjust TBA marketing suite (e.g. Theatre
Goer/Lover, PDN, What’s Playing, etc.)

•

Shutter TIX booth in Union Square

•

Pilot new programs targeting specific audiences not
well-served by Bay Area theatre (e.g. young audiences,
seniors, audiences of color, tech workers, etc.)

•

Engage in research initiatives to build audiences and
deepen engagement

•
•

New programs are piloted to reach populations not
currently well-served
R&D is advanced for audience engagement and
development
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GOAL: Invest in the most impactful programs to more equitably and effectively help theatremakers to
advance in their artistry and careers and theatre companies to meet their missions.
OUTCOMES

Priority 2
EMPOWER
THEATREMAKERS TO
THRIVE

•

Multi-faceted channels better connect
theatremakers to job opportunities

•

Professional development and technical
assistance programs are enhanced to ready
theatremakers in their work

•

EDI is advanced in the field through trainings,
convenings and information sharing

•

Grant programs adapt to better support
artists and small companies

•

Awards Program more effectively boosts
careers of artists and success of companies

•

TBA journalism and convenings powerfully
address urgent issues confronting field

•

New programs piloted as needs evolve and
TBA capacity allows

TACTICS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct periodic and annual reviews of all programs
Revise eligibility requirements for general and regional auditions;
engage in targeted outreach to include more actors from communities
not currently well-served (e.g. POC, trans, disabled)
Redesign and improve functionality of Talent Bank on TBA website
Redesign TBA website and make it user- and mobile-friendly
Engage new and diverse trainers for ATLAS to refresh the curriculum
and more inclusively reach theatremakers
Redesign and re-launch the Cultural Leadership program
Provide training intensives and community-convenings centered on EDI
Engage in targeted outreach for CA$H grants to reach more theatremakers from communities not well-served (POC, trans, disabled)
Recruit and engage a more diverse pool of TBA Awards adjudicators
Enhance the Awards Celebration to raise reputation and awareness
Leverage mobile technology to increase readership of TBA journalism
Increase planning time and raise additional resources for TBA
conference to enhance content
Engage TBA advisory groups, peer organizations and funders to better
understand needs of the field and design potential responses
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GOAL: Build on recent successes in the public policy realm and in holding community
to create a positive and inclusive environment for
theatremaking.

Priority 3
ADVANCE
A HEALTHY
THEATREMAKING
ENVIRONMENT

OUTCOMES

TACTICS

•

Advocacy for increased and equitable arts
funding at the local, state and federal level

•

Partner with leading advocacy groups, serving in leadership
positions with ABBA, CFTA and AFTA

•

Critical civic issues impacting the theatre
community are addressed

•

Extend advocacy efforts to Bay Area cities other than San
Francisco

•

The theatre community is activated around
advocacy and policy development

•

Partner with advocates in new issue areas (e.g. artist housing,
spaces for arts groups)

•

TBA holds theatre community through
challenge, leveraging our trusted position

•

Emphasize equity as a major public policy goal

•

Activate theatremakers around advocacy through trainings,
action alerts and TBA journalism

•

Facilitate dialogue through public convenings and mediated
conversations to advance equity, address conflict and sustain
community bonds
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GOAL: Build upon current organizational strengths and address areas for growth.
OUTCOMES

Priority 4
STRENGTHEN
TBA’S LONG-TERM
SUSTAINABILITY

TACTICS

•

Three-month cash reserve established

•

Establish a balanced and multi-faceted income stream (both
earned and contributed)

•

Programs regularly assessed for ways to
deepen impact, advance equity, and enhance
efficiency; lagging programs are retired

•

Utilize new assessment matrix to improve impact, efficiency
and cost-effectiveness of programs and operations

•

Engage consultants to enhance our technology

•

Invest in salaries

•

Investments in our people (both staff and board)

•

Values of EDI advanced within TBA

•

Invest in professional development for staff and board

•

Securing a long-term home becomes a priority

•

Engage EDI consultant to lead assessment of TBA’s current
programming, culture and systems and train staff and board to
advance EDI

•

Adopt an equity statement to guide TBA’s programs and
operations

•

Partner with fellow service organizations in exploring a shared
facility
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Investment Overview
INCOME & EXPENSE TARGETS FOR FY22

Earned Income
46%

Contributed
Income
54%

INCOME

Admin &
Development
31%

Artistic
Programs
69%

EXPENSE
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